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Going back as far as you can remember, you've always hated this part of mission
prep.

You're too professional to let it show to the crew, but you'd rather be virtually
anywhere else, doing almost anything else, than briefing pilots. Even when you were
on the other side of the briefing room, as a pilot rather than commanding a Wing,
you hated this part. The monotonous drone of the presenter, the bragging from
other pilots, the silly questions. Even in your youth, you never possessed the cavalier
attitude so many pilots shared. That smug surety that you would not only survive
the mission, but that you would excel. Too many of your peers, pilots better than you,
failed to come home after one too many missions they didn't take seriously enough.
It has always rubbed you the wrong way.

As the Commander of Wing I on board the Imperial Star Destroyer Hammer, you are
the Division Officer for the Wing Division in the Combat Department, responsible for
every pilot on board, along with their fighter craft and all the rest of the associated
support spacecraft. Not only that, but you also also carry the ultimate responsibility
for the enlisted crew that maintain the ships and their support personnel; nearly
2500 beings look to you for leadership. It's an enormous job, one you take very
seriously, but a job you are more than capable of managing. In fact, your unique
leadership has made Wing I a model fleet-wide for efficiency and efficacy; you are
certain that promotion to Colonel is in your near future, paving the way for the flag
rank you've chased for over two decades.

Neatly stacked datapads are taken one by one from the table near the entrance to
Ready Room 3 as pilots file in. Unlike the smaller squadron ready rooms, this room is
closer to an auditorium and has assigned seats that correspond with their squadrons
and flights; one of many changes you made upon promotion to Wing Commander.
For a mission involving the entire Wing, the squadron Commanding Officers sit with
their squads; you don't buy into a lot of the psychological mumbo-jumbo but you
can't deny the evidence you've observed over the years, and squadrons simply do
better when the lowest ranking Flight Member has some level of camaraderie with
their CO and XO. The stream of pilots trickling in finally came to an end, and they
settled into their seats, eagerly awaiting for mission parameters to appear on their
datapads. The room is alive with chatter, as pilots exchange guesses on the nature of
this big sortie and wonder aloud where the missing flights of Epsilon and Alpha
squadrons have been assigned.



You look pointedly at the chronometer on the wall and clear your throat, perhaps a
little louder than necessary, as you step up on the small dias and to the podium inset
on it.

"Good afternoon pilots. My name, as you should know, is Lieutenant Colonel Narven
Task, and I am the Wing Commander of Wing I."

You always open with that statement, and every time it is accompanied by some eye
rolling, typically from the senior officers. However, consistency in leadership is the
cornerstone of good order and discipline, so you do it all the same. New faces looked
up at you from a number of formerly empty seats, and you introduce yourself that
way for their sake.

"We are gathered here today because an issue has come to the Admiralty's attention,
and they have decided that Battlegroup I, headed by the Hammer, is best suited to
handle it with assistance from the Challenge and Warrior. The scale of this mission
means everyone will have a part to play, and I expect you all to be at peak
performance."

More eye rolling from the usual suspects. You ignore them, but can't deny that the
data from simulator scores and the Wing's overall performance in the Mobilization
event show a coherent, high-performing unit. Perhaps as good or better than any
group before. Morale is high and while their shipboard shenanigans drive you crazy,
these pilots are some of the best the Empire has ever seen.

You just can't tell them that.

"I am required by Imperial code A.113 subsection b to inform you that the following
information is strictly confidential, and is not to be shared or discussed outside of this
room until the operation is completed. In accordance with said regulation, anyone
unable to comply may leave now."

You pause to allow that to sink in; while not entirely unusual, it has been a while since
you or anyone else has invoked that specific statute. As expected, no one so much as
sniffles while you wait.  They are all on the edge of their seats.

"The information gathered by Firebird Squadron from Wing X on the Challenge has
been independently confirmed. There is a false Imperial presence in the Kiitauril
system, an unaffiliated world here in the Unknown Region. Our primary mission is to
wipe out these imposters and liberate the system from their depredations. Our
secondary goal is to establish contact with planetary leadership and secure trade



rights with them, but once contact is officially made that will primarily be handled by
the diplomats on the Avenger."

The room is so silent you can hear the artificial gravity generator humming under the
deckplates. Picking up the remote control from the lectern, you begin the
presentation. The lighting dims as details of the mission are projected in 2D on the
wall behind you, matching the information presented to the pilots on the datapads.
In front of you, the holographic projector creates an image of the system, a few
dozen light-years away. Several pilots audibly gasp at the holo image and murmur in
amazement; you give them time to soak in the image in front of them. You needed a
few minutes yourself, after all.  This is not a typical solar system.

"Typical" systems usually involve a varying number of planets orbiting a central star
(or in some cases, a duo or trio of stars.) The Kiitauril system is unique, as far as you
can tell. A few days ago, you assigned Lieutenant Commander Neurotictim to work
with the Chief Archivist and find any references to similar systems in the ship's
database, and that exhaustive search turned up exactly nothing.

From the surface of the only inhabited planet in the system, one would be hard
pressed to think it much different from any other relatively backwater planet. From
orbit was an entirely different story, however; unlike virtually every other system in
the Imperial archive, the Kiitauril system's primary is a small black hole. The massive
gravity of the singularity causes the magnetic fields surrounding it to twist and turn
in a helical shape, and the immense pressures and energy involved create a plasma
plume that spans several dozen light years in length, running perpendicular to the
orbits of the planets circling it. The plasma flare itself emits energy in the ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared spectrums of electromagnetic radiation, which appear to be the
reason life can exist on this planet. As far as the scientists of the TIE Corps could
figure, this planet is an impossibility that somehow exists nonetheless.

"This is the Kiitauril system, and you may have noticed that it is quite unlike anything
anyone has ever seen before, to our knowledge. It has been tentatively classified as a
"type X1" system, with a black hole primary and only five planets in gradually
decaying orbits. In less than one hundred thousand years, there will be nothing left
here but the black hole, but in the meantime we have a type II civilization on the
fourth planet in the system. They are technologically advanced for their level of
society, but likely due to the radiation just outside their magnetosphere they have
declined to pursue interstellar travel. They are aware that other civilizations exist, but
tend to be insular and untrusting of others. Preliminary reports from our assets on
the ground show them to be unafraid of visitors from off-planet, but disinterested in
joining the rest of the galaxy."



You pause, noting with pleasure that each pilot is giving this briefing their full,
undivided attention. Even the little Ewok, Captain Solohan, normally a troublemaker
who always had some witty remark ready and waiting is silent, his black eyes
reflecting the light before him. A low rumble came from the general direction of
Captain Cheeks, the Wookiee pilot, but you are unsure if he's even aware he's doing
it.

You press a button on the remote and two ships appear in orbit around the
holographic image of Kiitauril-4, to scale with one another but not the planet. The
iconic wedge shape of the smaller ship was easily visible, but it is overshadowed by
the other ship, shaped like a Trandoshan frist shark and easily four or more times the
length of the Star Destroyer.

"These ships have been identified by Flight I and II of Alpha squadron and Flight III of
Epsilon Squadron, who are already on the ground and working with the local
resistance, as an original Victory I class Star Destroyer that was upgraded to Victory II
class, and…

…a Subjugator-class heavy cruiser.”

You knew that sentence would cause a commotion, and you were right. The
Subjugator class “heavy cruiser” was a relic of the Clone Wars, the biggest ship of
that era and nearly three times the length of a modern ISDII Star Destroyer. It was
heavily armed and armored, and in top fighting shape would be an even match
against the combined might of the Hammer, Challenge, and Warrior.

The pilots look suitably impressed, but not afraid. You've known pilots from every
corner of this galaxy and if there is one universal constant, it's that pilots of fighting
ships are some of the bravest and most reckless beings in existence.

For a few moments you allow a murmur to build and then decay. Over years of
mission briefs, you came to realize something your predecessor never did - that you
have to give the pilots the room to react. If you don't, they just chatter away while
you're trying to go over important information. So you wait, patiently, until the last
whispers die down, and continue the briefing.

"Here is what we know. The Vic II is more or less falling apart, and these imposters
use it primarily because it gives them believability as an Imperial force. Droids run
much of the ship systems, and the remaining organic crew number less than 500
beings. The heavy turbolasers are non-functional, and our ground intel believes it to
have few if any concussion missiles. Close range scans indicate the hull armor was



not upgraded when the rest of the ship was. It poses no real risk to us, but is in fact
the flagship for these false Imperials."

It was commonly known that the Victory and Victory II class Star Destroyers were
badly flawed ships, right out of the shipyards. Designed at the end of the Clone
Wars, they were almost always in need of something, and despite the fleetwide
refitting to upgrade the original Vics to Vic IIs, many of the flaws were unfixable,
inherent in their design. As the Imperial-class and later Imperial II-class Star
Destroyers became the standard bearers for the fleet, the Victory-class ships were
assigned to low-risk outposts or recycled. A great many "disappeared" from the
Imperial register over time, for various reasons.

Entire crews defected following the loss of the Emperor, while warlords battling over
former Imperial space accounted for a great many more. In far too many instances,
crews had to abandon their ships after critical failures made them unserviceable.
This ship, with a drive signature matching a ship known as Imperial Victory II
Emperor's Exult, was once assigned to patrol the space Rimward of Roxuli, a system
on the fringe of the Unknown Regions. How it got into the hands of these interlopers
was unknown.

In any case, it isn't the focus of the mission, and that's what these pilots are waiting
for you to discuss.

"The other ship, as I said before, is a throwback to the Clone Wars, and the beginning
of the Empire. The good news is that the Nefarious Intent is only marginally in better
shape than the Emperor’s Exult. The bad news is that our intelligence on this ship
estimates it to be operating at approximately 25% of peak, with all systems
functioning in a reduced capacity. That means realistically we can expect something
in the neighborhood of 150 turbolaser batteries, over 100 point defense laser
stanchions, at least a few dozen ion cannons, and no fewer than half a dozen torpedo
launchers.”

You can’t help but notice that suddenly your pilots are looking a little less confident
than when they walked in. In fact, a few of them have no expression on their faces at
all, a bad sign in this lively group.

Despite a reputation as an emotionless - or worse, angry - officer who cares only for
paperwork, promotion, and power, you actually care deeply about your pilots and
crew. None of them would consider you a friend, but loneliness is often the burden
of leadership. Their unease strikes you to your core, but duty calls you to give them
assignments which will put their lives in danger, whether you like it or not.



“As with the Vic II, most systems are slaved to droid control, which is both a blessing
and a curse. They will have better aim and faster reflexes than your typical organic
being, but they are less able to adapt to nonstandard tactics and can only respond as
their programming allows. Our job, Wing I, is to destroy both ships. This is a
winnable fight.”

You emphasize the last sentence in an attempt to bolster their usually unshakeable
confidence. Only the Wookiee appears to be looking forward to this mission. He is
hunched forward, eyes gleaming, in what you can only describe as what appears to
be bloodlust. The only thing he enjoys more than a challenge that may kill him is
dancing his cares away. Anxious anticipation radiates from virtually everyone else in
the ready room, from the new sub-lieutenants in Flight I of Epsilon squadron to the
grizzled CO of Lambda squadron.

“And here’s how we’re going to do it. Please refer to your datapads for detailed
information, as I’m going to go fast so you can all get some downtime before the
mission.

Delta Squadron, Flight I and II, your Phantoms are being equipped right now with
the experimental piercing torpedoes we’ve been using in the simulator. You will be
the first to engage, with Flight I attacking the Exult and Flight II on the Intent. You
will engage your cloaks well outside sensor range, and proceed to use the torps on
shield generators on both ships. Alpha Squadron Flight III and Delta Squadron Flight
III will escort you to the breakpoint and then hang back, out of sensor range but
ready to engage fighters if they are launched by either ship.”

Intelligence was unclear on whether either ship still had fighters, what those fighters
may be, and how many they may have. You fought long and hard with the
Battlegroup I Commodore, Admiral Phoenix Berkana, over this lack of information
and the risks it poses to your pilots. He had not been happy about it, but made the
decision and gave the order. You weren't sure you'd have done the same without
more information, and now the Admiral was very aware of your opinion. No need for
the squadrons to be aware of that, however.

“We’re going in blind on that point, so I want you to be at your absolute best. Your
Defenders are state-of-the-art, so I don’t expect you’ll face anything that can
compete, but that’s no reason to be reckless. Remember, you have some of the best
technology the Empire has to offer, but technology isn't a guarantee. Remember
Endor.”

You look up from the holographic simulation of this stage of battle to see the pilots
of Alpha and Delta squadrons engrossed in their datapads, already poring over the



specifics of their role, ship loadouts and readiness reports, and nod approvingly.
Captain Soloham perked up at the mention of his homeworld, but you have never
been good at reading Ewok expressions.  In any case, point made.

“Beta Squadron, once the shields have been taken down and whatever fighters they
have are engaged, you’ll be tasked with taking Goliath and multilock missiles to the
turrets on each ship. Rather than splitting up, all three flights will first focus on the
Exult, where you will make runs coming in from behind and below the ship. Once
you reach the ventral bow, you will circle up and around to attack the dorsal side of
the ship, and exit the zone the way you came in. While the Exult poses little risk to
the Hammer, it could become a distraction once we engage with the Intent. Your
primary targets on each are the medium and light turbolaser batteries, and
Commander KeblaOmega will personally call out those that appear to be
functioning for destruction first and foremost. Your TIE/SAs have been refitted with
reinforced hulls, so the smaller caliber point defense fire shouldn’t cause you too
many problems, but that does not mean you can ignore them. Note that the
turbolaser batteries are closely spaced, so using your Golo ordnance smartly to take
advantage of area of effect damage is advised. Hitting the heavy turbolasers may
cause secondary damage so they are also high value targets. We do not know if the
tractor beam emitters are functional, so make sure to leave some boost in the tank in
case you are caught unaware.”

The heavy assault part of this plan was probably the most dangerous, counting on
the pilots’ ability to evade and think outside the box to keep them alive.

“Flight III of Gamma squadron, your gunboats are being outfitted with extra
torpedoes; you will be the ship killers. Flights I and II will cover you in their
Defenders, as your assault will be timed to directly follow Beta’s attack, and you will
approach the Exult from the starboard side plane and broadside the ship with your
torps. The location marked here,” you gesture at the holoprojection, now showing a
closeup of the side of the Victory II Emperor’s Exult, “is where you will aim every one
of your torps, and I expect you to stagger them so that each one digs a little deeper
into the ship.”

The pilots of Gamma squadron Flight III exchanged significant looks; proton
torpedoes didn’t just explode; they vaporized virtually everything within their blast
radius. Standard Imperial procedure was to launch volleys of torpedoes to cause as
much widespread destruction as possible. This tactic was new, and they knew
immediately that you were defying standards in an effort to kill the Exult as quickly
as possible. You watch as understanding passes over the faces of Beta squadron,
and take satisfaction from the way their body language shifted from nervous
fidgeting to determination.



“Epsilon Flights I and II, you will escort Lambda Flight II in a similar assault on the
Intent, which will begin as soon as Delta Flight II gets the shields down. Engage with
any fighters, but avoid combat within range of the Subjugator’s point defense
system. Our intelligence tells us that it is barely operational, but don’t take the risk.
Lambda Flight II, your Punishers are to skim along the hull at close range and unload
your entire payloads along the spine of the ship. We have obtained the blueprints for
this old ship from the Archive and found a critical design flaw in this ship type, as
shown on your datapads. Virtually all systems are routed through the section you
will be bombing. It’s a big ship, but 64 proton bombs will make a dent in that thing.
You don’t have to destroy it, just render it toothless. The Hammer can finish it off
from a distance.”

Captain Solohan was actually rubbing his paws together in anticipation. Few people
enjoyed mass destruction as much as the zucchini-loving Ewok. So far, it appears
that the pilots had no complaints or questions, which means you’ve made a good
plan.

“Lambda Flight III, the four of you are key to making this operation a success. You
will position your Reapers in these four locations,” you gesture again at the holo
display, where four dots in a line are blinking, far from the imposter Imperial ships,
“and be ready to expedite ordnance resupply, repair kits, and targeting beacons as
needed. Focus primarily on the heavy assault bombers and gunships, but be ready
to come to the aid of the fighters if necessary.”

This time it is the Defender pilots exchanging glances, but you aren’t sure why.
Imperial assault doctrine doesn’t often utilize Reapers as contingency ships. Typical
Imperial strategy is to throw everything at once at a target, overwhelming them with
numbers or winning by simple attrition. Aside from the legendary Grand Admiral
Thrawn, few mission planners worried about conserving resources or pilots. The TIE
Corps leadership was working to change that paradigm, as resources became harder
to come by and the fabled Imperial supply infrastructure crumbled or was
assimilated into the New Republic. This was even more important now, as the fleet
moved deeper into the Unknown Regions, but it was clearly an improvement in
strategy in your opinion.

On the other hand, you can’t discount the bravado of these fighter pilots. They will
mercilessly mock one another in the days to come if their Defenders need help from
a Reaper. Whatever the look was, it seemed they had come to terms with their roles
in this battle.



“Finally, Lamba Flight I, you will utilize the sensor suites in your shuttles to relay
information to the Hammer from a safe distance. Due to the high levels of x-ray and
gamma radiation in the system, our long-range scanners are unreliable, and we can
only assume the same is true for the Intent and Exult, being much older ships. We
do not expect either ship to detect you, much less attempt to engage you while they
are busy defending themselves against the rest of Wing I, but you are under strict
orders to pull back if attacked. Your ships have been configured as long-range
reconnaissance and recovery craft, and you will be expected to be ready to perform
search and rescue operations post-battle for any of our pilots that end up EV.”

With that statement, the holoprojector shuts off, and the room brightens under
standard lighting.

‘That sums up your assignments, pilots. I will be on the bridge here observing the
engagement via the sensor relays from Lambda Flight I, and adapting the plan as
needed once we have met the enemy.  Are there any questions?”

You hate that you have to ask that question. It opens up the floor to the pilots, who
almost always have some sarcastic comment or question, who enjoy poking holes in
every plan. You wait, but as the seconds pass it appears that for once, just once, they
have nothing to say.

“In that case, I recommend you all get a good night’s sleep. The Drunken Bastion is
off-limits in…” you look at the chronometer again, “...just about three hours. You will
report to your crew chiefs and begin preflight checks at 0800 ship time, which you
will note is approximately eleven hours from now. I will not tell you how to spend the
next three hours, but you will be in your staterooms at midnight, and sober in the
morning. This brief and all relevant data is on your datapads, and we will brief again
prior to the mission tomorrow.

You are dismissed.”

As you gather your thoughts and notes, the pilots file out of the ready room. The
usual boisterous cacophony that accompanies pilots after a briefing was nowhere to
be found, for a change. You think perhaps you finally got through to them, to make
them understand the gravity of this situation.

You head back to your office, where you unload the leftover datapads and mission
briefing materials, and then head for the gym. You were hoping to burn off the
nervous energy you didn't even recognize till after the briefing, and hoped the
smaller gym near the bow of the ship would be vacant, so you could be alone with
your thoughts.



Unfortunately that is not the case, however. Several crewmen wearing loose fitting
attire are grunting and sweating as they run on treadmills, struggling to keep pace
with a much younger human woman who appears to be running with ease. You
recognize her; she's an up-and-coming officer of the line in the Engineering
Department. She nods at you but doesn't speak, focused on her breathing. As you
make your way towards other equipment, unwilling to interrupt them, one of the
crewmen slows to a walk, pushing buttons on the treadmill control panel.

"With all due respect Lieutenant, I don't know how you do it. Bad enough to make
us run, but did you have to dial up the gravity in here?"

Crewman First Class Plooth from the Operations Department had installed artificial
gravity adjustment dials in all the ship gyms just last week. You remember the
discussion with Commander Xian, the Ops Department head, and how angry he was
that your Wookiee pilot had mangled the calibration of the artificial gravity in the
Drunken Bastion. Suggesting that Ops install adjustable dials for specific spaces had
been your idea, a result of that fiasco, and the ship’s leadership liked it.

“I actually quite like the increased RG,” you say as you step onto a platform machine
that is useful for both core workouts and cardio. “It makes me stronger in the long
run.  Wait till you gents leave here and it feels like walking on air outside.”

The crewmen look at you with doubt in their eyes, but you know it’s true. And the
young Lieutenant shoots you a grateful look as she cools down from her run; your
reputation as a harsh, cold “Taskmaster” hasn’t spread completely through the ship,
then.

You tune out the disgruntled men and their Lieutenant. Focusing on the exercise,
you quickly break a sweat, marveling at how much more difficult this machine has
become in the increased gravity.  Certainly feels like more than a 50% increase.

The crewmen leave after your third set, and the Lieutenant follows on your fifth set.
Normally, you would switch machines and workouts at this point, but you are
enjoying the strain and deeply focused, so you do three more sets, pushing yourself
as hard as you’ve ever pushed a pilot.

You take a short break for water and to catch your breath, and move on to one of the
recently vacated treadmills. You’ve never liked running at a set speed, but these new
treadmills allow you to set your own pace and run for a duration of time. So you set it
for one hour, and zone out completely. Deep in your thoughts are visions of the
battle tomorrow, all the things that can go wrong. You run through these thoughts,



through your fear of failure, through the doubts that have hounded you at every turn
in your career. You let go of the embarrassment of the search for the Admiral’s credit
card, and laugh as you remember banging your head into the door at the Bastion.
The additional perceived weight from the RG is offset by the emotional burden you
have unloaded, and you feel better than you have in ages.

“Maybe there’s something to this increased gravity thing after all,” you think aloud
into the empty space.

The hour passes quickly, and a beeping alerts you to the end of your run and begin of
your cooldown period. You ran nearly 19 kilometers, an impressive feat at your age,
more or less the length of an Executor-class Super Star Destroyer. Part of you
shudders at the idea of having to traverse a ship so large.

After a quick trip to the refresher station and a change back into uniform, you decide
to check in on Wing I, and you know where they will be.

What you said to the crew was actually true, and walking into the Drunken Bastion
on standard gravity does feel like walking on air, to a degree. You fully expect to see
most of your Wing pushing back against your “off-limits at midnight” edict, but of
the entire Wing, only the Commanding Officers of Beta and Lambda squadrons are
present.

“Colonel Genie, Commander KeblaOmega, good evening.” Your greeting is formal
but not cold, and the two senior officers acknowledge you with the raise of their
glasses.  Genie calls H0-P5 the bartender droid, over to the table.

“One for the Wing Commander if you please, P5.”

You typically don’t drink, and virtually everyone in the Wing (if not the entire ship)
knows of your disdain for this place. But this is more than a drink; it’s a peace
offering, perhaps a gesture of camaraderie. It would be rude to refuse, so you pull a
chair over from an adjacent table and sit. The sarcastic bartending droid for once is
uncharacteristically cordial; he knows about the mission, then. You briefly entertain
the idea of asking who told him, but you realize it doesn’t really matter at this point.

Wing I’s motto rings in your head.  “If you want peace, prepare for war.”

Tomorrow is going to be tough. You know it in your soul, and so do your people. But
they’re good pilots, and good beings, and maybe just for the next hour you can be a
part of them, not apart from them.


